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Abstract 

Academic orientation is a procedure which consists in helping students to succeed in their educational path and 

to know the ideal path. the choice, of course, allows the student to prepare for professional life and find the right 

path to the future. It is therefore essential to choose the sector well to avoid any pitfall and risk hazardous 

choices and also reorientation. There are establishments which organize orientation sessions with the students, 

but the number of students is very high, which pushed us to carry out an orientation system to make this service 

accessible by all the students and also to make the procedure very powerful orientation and in a lapse of time. 

Decision making related to orientation is very complicated by the fact that it is linked to several factors 

(prerequisite, the student's previous academic career, marks and the number of absences by subject) as the 

learner’s marks give us information about his abilities and the extent of his mastery of the specialization 

subjects. As for the student’s tendencies and desires, they appear through his keenness on these subjects, and he 

is not absent from them, And it is evidenced by the number of absences by subject of the learner.These data are 

useful, but they pose problems in storage and processing, so the solution is to use Big Data technology. In this 

article we used the notes and the number of student absences by subject. These data are stored in Hadoop 

Distributed File System (HDFS) and processed by MapReduce using Hadoop framework. We compared the 

classification accuracy and speed up of Neural Networks, Naive Bayes and k-nearest-neighbors classification 

algorithms to make the decision and we found that Naive Bayes is the most suitable for this procedure. 
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1.Introduction 

Machine learning is a science for discovering models and 

making predictions from data based on statistics, pattern 

recognition and predictive analysis. it is very effective in 

situations where the decision must be made taken from 

large, diverse and changing data sets, that is: Big Data. 

For the analysis of such data, it proves to be much more 

efficient than traditional methods in terms of accuracy 

and speed. Traditional analytical tools are not efficient 

enough to fully exploit the value of Big Data. . The 

volume of data is too large for comprehensively analyzes, 

and the correlations and relationships between this data 

are too large for analysts to be able to test all hypotheses 

in order to derive value from this data. There are open 

source tools for storing and processing massive data, and 

among them is a tool that is widely used in most 

important work, it is Hadoop, which is used by [1] to 

compare Fitting Speed and the Predictive Accuracy of 

SVM and decision. another comparison of SVM 

classifiers based on modified PSO and SVM classifiers 

based on the traditional PSO algorithm made by [2]  

using the classification accuracy. Some work used 

Hadoop and Weka to compare accuracies of Naïve 

Bayes, SVM, and j48, using Knowledge flow of Weka 

before and after normalization [3], and [4] use 

InterIMAGE Cloud Platform to compare Naïve Bayes, 

SVM, Decision Trees and Random Forest. however the 

quality and security of data are important. Therefore [5] 

present a global solution to evaluate the data's quality of 

Big Data without impacting the security of data. in 

another work [6] propose a conversion tool from a 

relational to graph database like a solution of Big Data. 

There is little research on student's orientation, It relies on 

filling out a form or oral interviews or portfolio, but this 

takes a lot of time ,so to made this process automatic  ,[7] 

adopt e-portfolio for students orientation and [8] make a 

chatbot of educational and professional guidance based 

on John Holland 's theory and the RIASEC questionnaire 

,but to process numerous data we must use Big Data and 

this is our study. This paper presents a method to guide 

students based on big data and machine learning 

algorithms ,lt is organized as follows: Section1 presents 

Big Data and Hadoop, mapreduce and HDFS, Section2 

presents Classification algorithms with mapreduce 

(Neural Networks, Naive Bayes and K-nearest-neighbors) 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4670636/#sec2
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4670636/#sec2
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and  Section3 evaluates the Performance of Neural 

Networks, Naive Bayes and k-nearest-neighbors using  

accuracy and execution time of these algorithms and 

Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2.Big data handling tools 

The orientation of the students requires collecting 

gigantic amounts of data. This poses a major challenge: it 

is no longer just a question of collecting and storing these 

volumes of data, it is also a question of processing and 

analyzing them in real time. However, conventional data 

management tools have become unsuitable for 

processing, either for technical reasons, or for economic 

reasons, or for both. To resolve this problem, we decided 

to use Big Data. Big data refers to data sets which, due to 

their Variety, Speed or Volume cannot be easily stored, 

manipulated or analyzed with traditional methods, such 

as spreadsheets, relational databases or ordinary 

statistical tools. There are new tools have been developed 

to overcome the problems of collecting, storing and 

processing large volumes of data. Among them, Hadoop. 

2.1. Hadoop 

 

Hadoop [7] is an open source IT platform, It is part of the 

Apache foundation. It is capable of handling gigantic 

volumes of data, structured and unstructured, within the 

framework of a distributed system. It offers great 

flexibility. Its performance changes almost linearly 

depending on the number of machines making up the 

cluster. The higher number of nodes, the shorter the 

execution time of jobs. It works on the principle of 

calculation grids consisting in distributing the execution 

of an intensive data processing on several nodes or 

clusters of servers. Java is the preferred language for 

writing native Hadoop programs. However, it is possible 

to use python, bash, ruby, Perl.... 

The benefits of Hadoop 

• Economical: Hadoop allows companies to 

unleash the full value of their data by using 

inexpensive servers. 

• Flexible: Hadoop allows you to store all types 

of data in an extensible manner. The data can 

be unstructured and not follow any structured 

schema (PDF, MP3, database, etc.) thanks to its 

file system. 

• Users can transfer their data to Hadoop, 

without needing to reformat it. 

•  Tolerates failures: data is replicated across the 

cluster so that it is easily recoverable following 

a failure of the disk, node or block.  

The components of Hadoop 

Hadoop is mainly made up of two components: 

• The distributed file management system, 

HDFS. 

• The MapReduce framework (version 1 of 

Hadoop) / YARN (version 2 of Hadoop). 

More specifically, the Hadoop ecosystem includes many 

other tools covering data storage and distribution, 

distributed processing, data warehouse, workflow, 

programming, not to mention the coordination of all 

components. We are talking about tools like Hive, Pig, 

Hbase, Flume, etc. 

2.2. MapReduce method 

 

MapReduce [8] is a programming model (or structure) 

available in Hadoop environments that is used to access 

big data stored in the Hadoop File System (HDFS). 

MapReduce is an essential element and an integral part of 

the functioning of the Hadoop environment. With 

MapReduce , rather than sending the data to the location 

of the application or algorithms, the algorithms are 

executed on the server where the data are already located, 

which has the effect of speeding up processing. Data 

access and storage is done on disk - inputs are usually 

stored as files containing structured, semi-structured or 

unstructured data, and the output is also stored in files. 

MapReduce plays a major role in processing large 

amounts of data. The distribution of data within 

numerous servers allows the parallel processing of 

several tasks, each relating to pieces of files. The Map 

function performs a specific operation on each element. 

The Reduce operation combines the elements according 

to a particular algorithm, and provides the result. Note 

that the principle of delegation can be recursive: the 

nodes to which tasks are entrusted can also delegate 

operations to other nodes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig .1. Operating of MapReduce 

This figurine presents Operating of MapReduce 

At the heart of MapReduce are two functions, Map and 

Reduce, which are sequenced one after the other. 

  

Map 

The input data is divided into smaller blocks. Each block 

is then assigned to a Mapper for processing. The Hadoop 

framework decides the number of Mappers to use 

depending on the volume of data to be processed and the 

size of the memory blocks available on each Mapper 

server. 

Reduce 

When all the Mappers have finished their processing, the 

framework mixes and sorts the results before transmitting 

them to the Reducers (Reducers cannot start until all the 

Mappers have finished their processing). Map output 

values assigned the same key value are assigned to a 

single Reducer, which aggregates the map values for that 

key. 
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Combine and Score 

There are two intermediate steps between Map and 

Reduce: Combine and Partition. 

The combine is an optional process. A Combiner is in 

fact an additional Reducer, which works separately on 

each Mapper server. The Reducer continues to reduce the 

data of each Mapper in a simplified form before 

transmitting it downstream - which facilitates and 

accelerates the mixing and sorting operations, since the 

volume of data to be processed has been reduced. In 

many cases, due to the cumulative and associative actions 

performed by the Reduce function, the class of the 

Combiner is that of the Reducer (if necessary, the 

Combiner can be associated with a separate class). 

Partition is the process which translates the key, value> 

pairs generated by the Mappers into another key, value> 

pairs which are injected into the Reducer. Partition 

defines the mode of presentation of the data to the 

Reducer and assigns this mode to a given Reducer.The 

default Partitioner determines the key hash value 

transmitted by the Mapper and assigns a partition based 

on this value. There are as many scores as there are 

Reducers. When the partitioning is finished, the data of 

each partition are transmitted to a given Reducer. 

MapReduce implements the following features: 

• Automatic parallelization of Hadoop programs. 

o HDFS is responsible for the 

distribution and replication of data; 

o The master divides the work into 

parallel jobs and distributes them; 

o The master collects the results and 

manages the breakdowns of the 

nodes. 

• Transparent management of distributed mode. 

• Tolerance for breakdowns. 

A MapReduce program consists of the following three 

parts 

• The driver, which runs on a client machine, is 

responsible for initializing the job and then 

submitting it for execution. 

• The mapper is responsible for reading and 

processing the data stored on disk. 

• The reducer is responsible for consolidating the 

results from the map and then writing them to 

disk. 

2.3. HDFS 

 

Hadoop Distributed File system (HDFS)[9]is a 

distributed file system. This means that it uses the 

network to manipulate access to the system. Each 

component of the network can therefore access each 

resource of other computers making up this network. In 

addition, HDFS is a system suitable for working with 

large volumes of data (1 GB and more). The great 

positive point of this system is universality. It does not 

need a very powerful machine to function properly. It is 

designed to work on ordinary machines. 

 

The objectives of HDFS are: 

 

• Guarantee data integrity despite a system 

failure (machine crash) 

 

• Allow rapid processing of large files (GB and 

above); 

• Bring the reading closer to the location of the 

files rather than bringing the files closer to the 

reading; 

• HDFS integrates interfaces that allow 

applications to locate requested resources in 

the cluster more quickly. 

3. Classification algorithms 

Machine learning puts artificial intelligence at the service 

of Big Data. These are systems that use algorithms to 

learn from receiving data. One of the most representative 

examples of this technology is the Amazon.com 

recommendation engine. 

3.1. Neural Network 

 

Neural Networks [10]  are based schematically on the 

functioning of biological neurons. They are generally 

equated with artificial intelligence. 

The principle of the Neural Network is to schematically 

reproduce the human brain and its mode of association in 

order to automate it in a machine. Like our brain, the 

Neural Network begins with a learning phase, with the 

association of input data (image, sound, text, etc.) with 

specific categories as references. Once this learning is 

done, when new data inputs will be presented to it, the 

Neural Network will associate them with this or that 

category depending on what it has learned. The Neural 

Network works by statistical analysis, as opposed to other 

systems capable of learning which make decisions by 

comparison with a set of deductive rules (algorithmic 

logic...). 

The principle of the Neural Network is to create 

statistical reasoning. Based on what he has learned in the 

past, through a learning "base", he will make decisions 

about the input data he receives. The choice of 

classification will be based on the probability of 

resemblance to a class that it already knows. This is also 

called experiential learning, with the Neural Network 

acting as a statistical decision aid. 

 Neural Network Algorithm: 

- gi = {b1, b2, b3,…, be}, gi ∈ G, where 

- gi : an instance; 

- G : a dataset; 

- q : the length of gi; it and the number of inputs of a 

neural network; 

- The inputs have this format <instk, targk, type>; 

-Instk represents gi,:  a neural network input; 

- Targk represents the output desirable if instk is a 

training instance; 

- type= “train” or “test,” :type of instk; if the value “test” 

is set, targk field left empty. 

- D test data 

- O output 

- γ : weight 

- β : bias 

- Er : represent the error-sensitivity 

- I : the input of neurons  
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input : 

 G,D 

output: 

 O 

q mappers , l reduce 

1-one back-propagation contains inputs q 

inputs, l outputs, d neurons in hidden layers . 

2 - initialize γij =random1ij є (-1,1) 

 β2j =random1ij є (-1,1) 

3 -v gi є G, gi ={b1,b2, … , bp} 

 input bi→qi ,neuron j in hidden layer 

 Ijd = ∑ bi . γij +
q
i=1 βj 

 Ljd = 1/(1 + e^Ijs ) 

4- input lj  →outi ,neuron j in output layer 

 Ijl = ∑ Ljs . γij +d
i=1 βj 

 Ljl = 1/(1 + e^Ijl ) 

5- in each output 

 ERjl= Ljl (1- Ljl)(target j- Ljl) 

6- in hidden layer 

 ERjd = Ljd(1- Ljd) ∑ ERi . γil
l
i=1  

7 - update 

   γij=   γij + µ . ERj .Lj 

  

 

 
          βj = βj + µ . ERj  

           repeat 3,4,5,6,7 

  until  min (E[e²])= min 

(E[(targetj − Ljl)²]) 

 

8-devide D (D1,D2,...Dq) 

9- execute(3),(4) for each mapper 

10-mapper outputs(gj,Lj) 

11- reducer collects  

 do (9),(10),(11) 

 until D is traversed 

12- reducer outputs O 

end 

 

Input:  

  Training data T. 

  D= (d1, d2, d3,.., dn)   //  the predictor 

value's variable in testing dataset.  

Output:   

 O //Class of testing data . 

 Step : 

 Read T; 

  - Calculate mean and variance of predictor 

variables;  

 - Calculate di; 

  - Calculate the probability for each class; 

  - Get the highest probability; 

  - Return O; 

end. 

 

 

 

3.2. K-nearest neighbors 

The k nearest neighbors (KNN)[11] algorithm is a simple 

and easy to implement supervised machine learning 

algorithm that can be used to solve classification and 

regression problems. To make a prediction, the K-NN 

algorithm will be based on the entire dataset. Indeed, for 

an observation, which is not part of the dataset, which we 

wish to predict, the algorithm will look for the K 

instances of the dataset closest to our observation. Then 

for these neighbors, the algorithm will be based on their 

output variables (output variable) to calculate the value of 

the variable of the observation that we want to predict. 

Otherwise:• If K-NN is used for the regression, the mean 

(or median) of the variables of the closest observations 

will be used for the prediction• If K-NN is used for the 

classification, it is the mode of the variability of the 

closest observations which will be used for the 

prediction. It needs a distance calculation function 

between two observations. The closer two points are to 

each other, the more similar they are and vice versa.There 

are several distance calculation functions, in particular, 

the Euclidean distance, the distance from Manhattan, the 

distance from Minkowski, that from Jaccard, the distance 

from Hamming… etc. We choose the distance function 

according to the types of data we are handling. So for 

quantitative data (example: weight, wages, size, the 

amount of electronic basket, etc.) and of the same type, 

Euclidean distance is a good candidate. As for the 

distance from Manhattan, it is a good measure to use 

when the data (input variables) are not of the same type 

(example: age, sex, length, weight, etc.). 

3.3. Naive Bayes 

 

The Naive Bayes classifier [12] is a probabilistic, 

supervised, simple classifier based on the application of 

the Bayes theorem with the naive hypothesis, that is to 

say that the descriptors (Xi) are assumed to be 

conditionally independent of the predict variable ( Y). 

Despite this strong assumption, the Naive Bayes classifier 

is very effective in many applications and is often applied 

for supervised classification. The Naive Bayes classifier 

acquired as input the estimation of conditional 

probabilities by variable P (Xij | Y). 

Bayes' theorem. 

p(c|f1,f2,...,fn)=
p(c)p(f1,f2,…,fn|c)

p(f1,f2,…,fn)
  (1)  

There are many works that  concern   Naive Bayes with 

map reduce like [13],[14] and [15] , this is Naive Bayes 

algorithm: 

 

4.Performance evaluation 

We used a Haddop Cluster consisting of 3 computers are 

Datanodes and one computer is Namenode. we 

configured The Hadoop cluster with 19 mappers and 1 

reducer.For neural networks, we use 3 layers, the hidden 
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layer consists of 19 neurons.for k- nearest neighbors we 

take k=3.  

In order to direct students to specializations: Science, 

Literature, Technology, Original Education, we 

calculated the rates and total absences of each student 

according to the subjects for the three years of 

preparatory school.The datasets used consist of 19 

features (student_id, Math_rate, Physic_rate, 

Life_and_earth_sciences _rate, Arabic_rate, English_rate, 

Frenc_ rate, Islamic_rate, Philosophy_rate, Sport_rate; N-

H-A- Maths; N_H_A_Physic; 

N_H_A_Life_and_earth_sciences; N_H_A_Arabic; 

N_H_A_English; N_H_A_French; N_H_A_Islamic; 

N_H_A_Philosophy N_H_A_Sport). 

 

The size of the datasets was varied from 1 MB to 1 GB  

We evaluate accuracy and execution time of Naive 

Bayes, KNN and Neural Network  

4.1. Algorithms execution time 

 

This figure presents Neural Network, K-nearest 

neighbors and Naive Bayes execution times. 

Fig. 2. Neural Networks, K-nearest neighbors and Naive 

Bayes execution time. 

The figure Fig. 1, show  that the execution time of Naive 

Bayes is short compared to the others algorithms, but 

Neural Network execution time is near to k-nearest 

neighbors execution time. 

 

4.2. Algorithms  accuracy  

 

This figure presents the Neural Networks accuracy, K-

nearest neighbors accuracy and Naive Bayes accuracy. 

 

Fig. 3. Neural Networks, K-nearest neighbors and Naive 

Bayes accuracies. 

From this figure , Naive Bayes accuracy is very high 

compared to the others algorithms. 

5.Conclusion 

 

KNN is very slow and its accuracy too low because it 

stores the entire data set to make a prediction, KNN 

makes predictions by calculating the similarity between 

an input observation and the different observations of the 

data set, on the contrary the execution time of Naive 

Bayes is low while its accuracy is very high. 

After comparing Neural Networks, Naive Bayes and K-

nearest neighbors by the time of execution and accuracy 

it becomes clear that Bayes is the most adequate to our 

data ,where it is characterized by accuracy and speed and 

this is necessary so that we can take the decision with 

high quality in a time lapse. 
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